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THE INTERNATIONAL COLLEGES OF ISLAMIC SCIENCES 
FIRST YEAR - FINAL EXAMINATION 

 
 

IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE BENEFICENT, THE MERCIFUL 
 
NOTE: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. 
 
I. Draw a circle round the most suitable ones a, b or c: (20 MARKS) 
 
1. .................. sugar in my tea is enough. 
 a. A lot of  b. A few           c. A little 

2. Students could answer …………. questions without mistakes. 
 a. some  b. any  c. neither a nor b 

3. You have to ………. on time.  
 a. be praying        b. pray  c. to pray 

4. I have no idea ............ Ahmed has worked it out. 
 a. why  b. who  c. how  

5. .............. to Mekka before? 
 a. Have you been b. Have you  c. Did you  

6. ……………… tax for your income this year? 
 a. Did you pay  b. Have you paid c. Will you pay 

7. I could not attend your party as I was busy ….............. myself for holiday. 
 a. preparing  b. prepare         c. to prepare 

8. Before he arrived, he …………. me an e-mail. 
 a. sent  b. had sent  c. sends 

9. He was charged of ............... the old lady. 
 a. beat   b. beating c. was beating 

10. ................. are you so pleased today? 
 a. Where b. Why  c.Who 

11. Majid ………….. so clever as before, has he? 
a.  has been  b. hasn’t been   c. has being 

12. The illegal immigrants …………………… by 6 o’clock tomorrow morning. 
a.  will be deported b. will have been deported c. will deport 

13. If you ………… there, who would have been in charge? 
a.  hadn’t been  b. haven’t c. didn’t 

14. The Maraji’ ………the issue of elections with the government for more than 2 months. 
a.  are discussing b. have discussed c. have been discussing 
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15. What ………………… with this lost child? 
a.  will you do   b. are you going to do   c. do you do 

16. You have to go to hospital immediately in order ……………. by a consultant. 
a.  to be examined b. to have been examined c. to be examining 

17. You ………….. your time doing such a job. 
a.  waste  b. are wasting   c. have been wasting 

18. ……………. cigarettes to under 16 years of age is a criminal offence. 
a.  Sell  b. To sell  c. Selling 

19. My father told me ………….. I should contact in case of his absence. 
a.  what b. who  c. where 

20. My house …………………… twice this year. 
 a. is painted      b. has been painted  c. was painted 
 
 
 
 
II. Ask questions using the tenses and expressions between brackets: (20 MARKS) 

1. (Present Perfect Continuous) 
 ......................................................................................................... ? 

2. (infinitive) 
 ......................................................................................................... ? 

3. (Past Perfect Continuous) 
 ......................................................................................................... ? 

4. (Quantifier) 
 ......................................................................................................... ? 

5. (Question word) 
 ......................................................................................................... ? 
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III. Write between brackets the functions of the underlined words in each sentence from the 
list below:   (18 MARKS) 
invitation advice  obligation   prohibition  permission       ability 
request            offer  intention    no obligation 
 

1. They are going to leave little furniture in the house. (                                           ) 

2. You have to drink a lot of water everyday. (                                         ) 

3. Hasan would like to be with him in his trip. (                                   )  

4. He doesn't have to help the poor if he hasn't got any money. (                              ) 

4. You may have your lunch after the break. (                               )           

6. You mustn't pray with much blood on your clothes. (                                                ) 

7. Can you do it without any help? (                                     ) 

8. You can pay less than you expected. (                                         ) 

9. You must pray anywhere you like but towards Ka'bah. (                                           ) 
 
 
 
IV. Tick ( / ) the most suitable sentence that you would say in the following situations: 
       (12 MARKS) 
 
1. A friend invites you to a dinner, but you can't go. What do you say? 
  a. That's very kind of you, but I'm afraid I can't make it.   
  b. That's alright, but I'm afraid I can make it. 
  c. Well, but I can't make it. 
 
2. Your brother is coming to London next week. He asks, "What clothes do I need?" What do 
you say? 

a. It's winter at the moment, and it gets very cold, so take clothes that will keep 
you warm. 

b. Well, it's winter at the moment, and it gets cold, take clothes that will keep 
you cool. 

c. Well, it's winter at the moment, and it gets very cold, so take 
clothes that       will keep you warm. 

 
3. You are in a restaurant. You have asked for a cup of tea, but the waiter brings you a black 
coffee.                        What do you say? 

 a. Waiter! I didn't ask for coffee. 
  b. Excuse me! I asked for a black coffee. 

 c. Excuse me! I asked for a cup of tea. 
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4. You need change to make a phone call, but you only have a five-pound note. What do you 
ask a friend? 

 a. Change this for me. 
  b. Can you change this for me? 

 c. Give me some change. 
 
 
 
 
V. Complete the following sentences by using either gerund (……ing) or infinitive 
(to ……) from the verbs between brackets:  (15 MARKS) 
 

1. (Speak English) ..…………… fluently, you must communicate with native 
speakers.   

2. (Work in the desert)………………………………… is a difficult job. 

3. I sometimes worry about my son not ……………...……(come early).  

4. He saved up £1000 ………………………….. (spend on his holiday).  

5. Without (say sorry)…………………………..., I will not forgive you. 
 
VI. Tick ( / ) the correct ones a, b or c: (15 MARKS) 
 

1. It doesn’t matter when I lost it.  
a. The important thing I haven’t got it now.  

    b. The important thing I am not getting it now.  
c.  The important thing I did not get it now. 

 
2. I will pass this exam  

a. if  I have answered all the questions. 
b.  if I will answer all the questions. 
c.  if I answer all the questions. 

 
3. Did anyone  

a. interested in the lecture? 
b.  interesting in the lecture? 
c.  interest in the lecture? 
 

4. Since the age of sixty,    
a. I have not written a short story. 
b.  I did not write a short story. 
c.  I have not been writing a short story. 
 

5. By 1.30 p.m. the party  
a. will be over. 
b.  will have been over. 
c.  is over. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL COLLEGES OF ISLAMIC SCIENCE (I.C.I.S.) 
FIRST YEAR 

FINAL EXAM 2015 – First Session 
                                                                                                            

IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE BENEFICENT, THE MERCIFUL 
 
NOTE: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. 
 
I. Draw a circle round the most suitable one a, b or c:    (20 MARKS) 
 
1. Fuad ................. so tired as he was discussing the results with his friends. 
 a. looked b. looks c. has been looking 
2. They were waiting for their teacher at the gate of their school, ............. they? 
 a. were  b. weren’t   c. aren’t 
3. Where ………… you come from? 
 a. are      b. were   c. do  
4. She .............. a boy. 
 a. expects  b. is expecting  c. will expect 
5. He’s supposed to ....................his lunch. 
 a. having  b. be having  c. have 
6. Would you tell me ............... it is by car from Baghdad to Mosul? 
 a. how long  b. how far  c. how 
7. My mother blamed me as I ............... at noon. 
 a. did not  pray b. have not prayed   c. was praying 
8. She understood his lecture as she .................. to him carefully.  
 a. listened   b. had been listening   c. had listened 
9. ................ I looked for my wallet was useless.  
 a. Everywhere  b. Everyone  c. Everything 
10. As I am diabetic, ……… sugar in my tea is enough. 
 a. a little   b. little c. a few 
11. ………….. to Iraq this summer? 
 a. Do you go back  b. Are you going back  c. Will you go back 
12. …………. like something special for lunch today? 
 a. Do you    b. Would you c. Will you 
13. The school bus ………… at 7:00 a.m. 
 a. will arrive  b. arrives  c. is arriving 
14. The only way ................. you should do is to take risk. 
 a. which  b. that   c. who 
15. I have read the story twice as it is …………. 
 a. interesting  b. interested   c. interest 
16. Have you watched her ............... on her desk? 
 a. sleep  b. sleeping       c. slept 
17. Ahmed suffers from bronchitis as he ………….. too much. 
 a. is smoking  b. smokes  c. used to smoke 
18. He wishes he .............. enough money to buy a brand new car. 
 a. has  b. had  c. have 
19. …………. supermarket I am looking for is not in this road. 
 a. A  b. The   c. An 
20. I want to buy ………. shirt with short sleeves. 
 a. a  b. the  c. ...... 
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II. Write between brackets the functions of the underlined expressions from the list               below: 
(20 MARKS)       
 
present continuous about future  present simple    possibility 
third conditional hypothesis                activity in progress in the past  infinitive 
incomplete activity  defining relative clause gerund  passive voice 
 
1. She might be able to repair my trousers without any help. ( .................................... ) 
2. I do a lot of exercise every morning. ( ......................................... ) 
3. She was watching TV when the telephone rang. ( .................................. ) 
4. My students are not leaving for holiday. They are very unhappy. ( ............................)  
5. Would you have invited me to a restaurant if you had passed the driving test? 
     ( ..................................... ) 
6. I was working hard to save enough me for my future. ( ..................................... ) 
7. He has been granted a scholarship for his great potential. ( .................................. ) 
8. Do you know where to find Halal meat in London? ( ...................................... ) 
9. It is good saying that he is decent. ( ...................................... ) 
10. The boy who is playing football is my cousin. ( ............................ ) 
 
 
 
III. Fill in the spaces with the correct tense of multi-word verbs from the list below:               (15 
MARKS) 
make up   carry out take over pass by  take away 
 
1. Iraqi people ……………. power in 2003. 
2. Fatima just ................ without paying attention to me.  
3. Mohammed …………….. his mind not to carry on composing poetry.  
4. The project ………………. by a team of experts in technology. 
5. Our papers …………………… without any further notice. 
 
 
 
IV. Cross ( X ) the wrong sentences and correct them.      (15 MARKS) 
 
1. Ali has lived with his sister for the age of one. 
................................................................................................................ 
 
2. My elder brother was having dinner when I was coming downstairs. 
................................................................................................................ 
 
3. I'm really sorry I can't get to your dinner party as I'll leave for Demark the next day.  
................................................................................................................ 
 
4. I didn't tell my father about the death of my mother as he may got heart attack.       
................................................................................................................  
 
5. While I was going to my work this morning, I hear bad news about Iraq.  
................................................................................................................ 
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V. What can you deduce from the following situations:    (15 MARKS) 
 
Example:  
 Hasan is on his hands and knees. 
 He must be looking for something. 
or He might have dropped a contact lens. 
 
1. Look! That building is burning! 
................................................................................................................ 
 
2. I saw a strange man in my garden last night. I called the police immediately. 
................................................................................................................ 
 
3. Look! Our lecturer looks angry. 
................................................................................................................ 
 
4. Ahmed did not marry his cousin. He married his college mate instead. 
................................................................................................................ 
 
5. There is smoke in my room. My elder brother has just left it. 
................................................................................................................ 
 
 
 
VI. Add a relative clause to complete each of the following sentences: (15 MARKS) 
 
     Example: I can’t stand people who keep you waiting. 
 
1. The only sort of food …………………… isn’t the same as the sort my mother used to cook. 
 
2. I find people ……………………………. very rude. 
 
3. I don’t like children ……………………………… 
 
4. We’re looking for a house ………………………… 
 
5. Lady Fatima (s.a.) is the most honourable woman ……………………………. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL COLLEGES   FINAL EXAMINATION 
OF ISLAMIC SCIENCE      
FIRST YEAR    

IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE BENEFICENT, THE MERCIFUL 

 
NOTE: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. 
 
I. Draw a circle round the most suitable one a, b or c: (20 MARKS) 
 
1. .............. you bring me that book from the shelf? 
 a. Do   b. Are   c. Will 

2. You are the only one ………… witnessed the accident. 
 a. which  b. that   c. who 

3. He ................. to know what you say to him, but when you ask him a question, he isn't 
so sure. 
 a. seemed  b. seems  c. has seemed 

4. The Imam of the mosque asked me what I ............... after prayer. 
 a. recited  b. has recited  c. was reciting 

5. Alia hasn't gone to her college for three days, ............. she? 
 a. has  b. hasn't  c. does 

6. Would you like to know ............... it takes by air to get to Medina from London? 
 a. how long  b. how far  c. how 

7. She knew what he meant because she .................. his letter.  
 a. read       b. had been reading   c. had read 

8. Which countries .................... to? 
 a. have you been   b. were you  c. are you 

9. ................ he mentioned in his claim was false.  
 a. Everywhere  b. Everyone  c. Everything 

10. ............ Cleanliness is next to Godliness. 
 a. A  b. The  c. ........ 

11. We moved into his house because it was furnished with ........... chairs and tables. 
 a. many       b. much c. a great deal of 

12. Hawra .............. a phone call from Denmark. 
             a. expects b. is expecting  c. will expect 

13. Are you staying at home this summer holiday? 
      No, ………………… to Spain. 
 a. I travel  b. I'm travelling           c. I will travel 
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14. Our final exam ................ on 13 September. 
 a. will start  b. starts  c. is starting 

15. He married her for her ............ belief. 
 a. surprising  b. surprised   c. surprise 

16. My friend was so untidy while he was studying with me in the same room. He ........... 
too much without cleaning the ashtray. 
 a. was smoking      b. smoked  c. used to smoke 

17. I wish there .............. enough time to help my brother. 
 a. is   b. has been  c. was 

18. They’re supposed .................... upstairs. 
 a. sleeping b. to be sleeping         c. sleep 

19. Excuse me. Is there .............. bank near here? 
 a. a  b. the   c. an 

20. Have you seen him ............ his son after prayer in the mosque? 
 a. looking to   b. looking out  c. looking for 
 
 
 
II. Complete the following sentences by using either gerund (……ing) or infinitive  
(to ……) from the  verbs between brackets:  (15 MARKS) 

1. I sometimes worry about my son not …………… (come early)  

2. He saved up £1000 ……………… (spend on his holiday).  

3. (Work in the desert)………………………………… is a difficult job. 

4. Without (say sorry)……………………………., I will not forgive you. 

5. (Speak English) ..…………… fluently, you must communicate with native 
speakers.   

 
III. Write between brackets the functions of the underlined expressions from the list below: 
present continuous about future  present perfect continuous  possibility 
third conditional hypothesis   activity in progress in the past     (15 MARKS)   

1. He might be able to do it again. ( ......................................... ) 

2. Have the Palestinians been fighting long? ( ............................................ ) 

3. How was he behaving when I left him with you? ( .......................................... ) 

4. This week I'm planning to meet my boss. ( ................................... ) 

5. What would have happened if you had got lost in the desert? ( ......................……..... ) 
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IV. Fill in the spaces with multi-word verbs from the list below: (15 MARKS) 
held up         make up       broke down  work out hang on 

 

1. Talks between both sides of Islamic scholars ................... yesterday. 

2. I’m trying to …………… how much you owe me.  

3. Sorry I'm late. I was ................ in the traffic.  

4. Do you want to come with me or not? You’ve got to …………….. your mind. 

5. Can I speak to Ahmed? ……………. . I’ll go and get him. 
 
V. Cross ( X ) the wrong sentences and correct them: (20 MARKS) 
 
1. As his son was playing football outside his the house, all of a sudden the ball hit his car and 
smashed it’s a windscreen.  
................................................................................................ ......... 

2. Hasan has lived with his uncle for the age of three. 
.......................................................................................................... 

3. The thief ran away when I was coming downstairs. 
.......................................................................................................... 

4. I'm really sorry I couldn’t get to your dinner party because I'll leave for Denmark the next 
day.  
.......................................................................................................... 

5. I didn't receive the information I have sent for although I am enclosing a stamped addressed 
envelope.  
..........................................................................................................  
 
VI. Add a relative clause to complete each of the following sentences: (15 MARKS) 
     Example: I can’t stand people who keep you waiting. 
 
1. The sort of food …………………… isn’t the same as the sort my mother used to cook. 

2. I find people ……………………………. very rude. 

3. I don’t like children ……………………………… . 

4. We’re looking for a house ………………………………… . 

5. Lady Fatima (s.a.) is the most honourable woman ……………………………. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL COLLEGES   FINAL EXAMINATION 
OF ISLAMIC SCIENCE      
FIRST YEAR    

IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE BENEFICENT, THE MERCIFUL 

NOTE: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. 
 
I. Draw a circle round the most suitable ones a, b or c:   (10 MARKS) 

1. I ………….. work hard to collect more money, didn’t I? 
a. did   b. didn’t   c. was 

2. The president …………………… by 6 o’clock tomorrow morning. 
a. will arrive  b. will have been arrived c. will arrived 

3. What would Hasan have done if he ………………. the exam? 
a. hadn’t passed   b. hasn’t passed   c. would not have  

4. They ……………………. over different Islamic issues for more than 5 hours. 
a. are arguing   b. have argued  c. have been arguing 

5. What ………………… do with this amount of money? 
a. does he plan to b. will he    c. is he planning to 

6. Why do you look tired today? You were supposed ………………… early. 
a. to come  b. to have been coming c. to be coming 

7. ………………………. at the desk for hours. Is it a difficult letter? 
a. You’ve sat  b. You’re sitting  c. You’ve been sitting 

8. Before ………………. the letter, he hung up his coat and took out his glasses. 
a. to read   b. reading   c. read 

9. He sat back in his chair and looked out of the window, wondering ………….. next. 
a. what will do  b. what to do   c. what to doing 

10. Her motorbike ………………………. at the moment. 
a. is repaired  b. has been repaired  c. is being repaired 
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II. Answer the following questions using the tenses and expressions between brackets in       
your answers:  (20 MARKS) 
 

1. What were you doing when you heard the Adhan of noon today?  (Past Continuous) 

 ........................................................................................................... 

2. How many of you can recite the Holy Qur'an by heart?  (Quantifier) 

 ........................................................................................................... 

3. What would you like to know?  (Question form) 

 ........................................................................................................... 

4. Which countries have you been to?  (Present Perfect) 

 ........................................................................................................... 

5. What is the thing that you will never forget when you were a boy?  (Gerund) 

 ........................................................................................................... 

III. Write between brackets the functions of the underlined words in each sentence from         
the list below:  (20 MARKS) 
  
invitation advice  obligation   prohibition  permission       ability 
request            offer  intention    no obligation 

1. Could you lend me some money, please?    (                                   ) 

2. You have to drink a lot of water every day.   (                                   ) 

3. I can do it without any help.      (                                   ) 

4. They are going to leave little furniture in the house.  (                                   ) 

5. You can pay less than you expected.     (                                   ) 

6. He doesn't have to help the poor if he hasn't got any money.  (                                   ) 

7. You mustn't pray with much blood on your clothes.   (                                   ) 

8. You must pray anywhere you like but towards Ka'bah.  (                                   ) 

9. When you've answered most of the questions, you may leave. (                                  )     

10. We would like to have your lunch with us tomorrow.   (                                   ) 
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IV. Tick ( / ) the most suitable sentence that you would say in the following situations: 
       (15 MARKS) 

1. A friend invites you to a dinner, but you can't go. What do you say? 
 a. That's very kind of you, but I'm afraid I can't make it.   
 b. That's alright, but I'm afraid I can make it. 
 c. Well, but I can't make it. 
 
2. You are in a restaurant. You have asked for a cup of tea, but the waiter brings you a black   
  coffee. What do you say? 

a. Waiter! I didn't ask for coffee. 
 b. Excuse me! I asked for a black coffee. 

c. Excuse me! I asked for a cup of tea. 
 
3. You need change to make a phone call, but you only have a five-pound note. What do you   
  ask a friend? 

a. Change this for me. 
 b. Can you change this for me? 

c. Give me some change. 
 

4. Your brother is coming to London next week. He asks, "What clothes do I need?" What      
   do you say? 

a. It's winter at the moment, and it gets war, so take clothes that will  keep you warm. 
b. Well, it's winter at the moment, and it gets cold, take clothes that will keep you 
cool. 
c. Well, it's winter at the moment, and it gets very cold, so take clothes that will keep 
you warm. 

 
5. You are in London looking for a hotel, and see a policeman. What do you say? 
 a. Can you show me where a hotel is? 
 b. Do you show me where a hotel is? 
 c. Is there a hotel nearby? 
  

V. Complete the following sentences using either a gerund ( ………ing) or an infinitive      
 ( to ………….):  (20 MARKS) 

1. I sometimes worry about not ……………………………………… 

2. He saved up £1000 for a holiday by ………………………………. 

3. ………………………………… is a difficult job. 

4. Without ……………………………., I will not forgive you. 

5. …………………… English fluently, you must communicate with native speakers.   
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VII. Tick ( / ) the correct ones a, b or c:  (15 MARKS) 
 
1. Did you meet anyone  

a. interested at the party? 
b.  interesting in the party? 
c.  interesting at the party? 

 
2.  At the age of six,    

a. I have written a short story. 
b.  I wrote a short story. 
c.  I have been writing a short story. 

 
3. I won’t pass this exam  

a. unless I had answered all the questions. 
b.  unless I will answer all the questions. 
c.  unless I answer all the questions. 

 
 
4.  By 1.30 p.m. the party  

a. will be over. 
b.  will have been over. 
c.  is over. 

 
5. It doesn’t matter when I lost it.  

a. The important thing I haven’t got it now.  
  b. The important thing I am not getting it now.  

c.  The important thing I did not get it now. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL COLLEGES   FINAL EXAMINATION 
OF ISLAMIC SCIENCE      
First YEAR      

 
IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE BENEFICENT, THE MERCIFUL 

 
NOTE: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. 
 
 
I. Draw a circle round the most suitable one a, b or c: (20 MARKS) 
 
1. He .............. to know what you were saying to him and not to attack you. 
 a. seemed  b. seems  c. has seemed 

2. Hamad hasn't visited his uncle for three days, ............. he? 
 a. has   b. hasn't  c. does 

3. Which countries .................... to? 
 a. have you been b. were you  c. are you 

4. She .............. a phone call from Denmark. 
 a. expects b. is expecting  c. will expect 

5. They’re supposed .................... upstairs. 
 a. to sleeping b. to be sleeping c. to sleep 

6. Would you like to know ............... it takes by air from London to Medina? 
 a. how long  b. how far  c. how 

7. The Imam of the mosque asked me what I ............... after prayer. 
 a. recited  b. has recited  c. was reciting 

8. She knew what he meant because she .................. his letter.  
 a. read  b. had been reading   c. had read 

9. ................ he mentioned in his claim was correct.  
 a. Everywhere  b. Everyone  c. Everything 

10. We moved into his house because it was furnished with ........... chairs and tables. 
 a. many  b. much c. a great deal of 

11. Are you staying at home this summer holiday? 
      No, ................ to Spain. 
 a. I travel  b. I'm travelling c. I will travel 

12. .............. you bring me that book from the shelf? 
 a. Do   b. Are  c. Will 

13. Our final exam ................. on 13 September. 
 a. will start  b. starts  c. is starting 
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14. You are the only one ………… witnessed the accident. 
 a. which  b. that   c. who 

15. He married her for her ............ Eman. 
 a. surprising  b. surprised   c. surprise 

16. Have you seen him ............ his friend after prayer in the mosque? 
 a. looking to   b. looking out  c. looking for 

17. My friend was so untidy as he …………… shower once a month. 
 a. was taking  b. took  c. has taken 

18. I wish I .............. enough money to help my brother. 
 a. have   b. had  c. will have 

19. Excuse me. Is there .............. bank nearby? 
 a. a  b. the   c. an 

20. ……… prevention is better than cure. 
 a. A  b. The  c. ........ 
 

II. Write between brackets the functions of the underlined expressions from the list               
below: (20 MARKS)       
 
present continuous about future  present perfect continuous  possibility 
third conditional hypothesis   activity in progress in the past 
infinitive incomplete activity  defining relative clause gerund   
passive voice  non-defining relative clause  expressing degree of certainty 

1. He might be able to do it again. ( ......................................... ) 

2. Have you been waiting long? ( ............................................ ) 

3. How was my child behaving when I left him with you? ( ....................................... ) 

4. This week I'm planning to leave the country. ( ................................... ) 

5. What would you have done if you had got lost in the desert? ( ......................……..... ) 

6. I was studying for the exam till late. ( ..................................... ) 

7. I was awarded the degree of Master last month. ( .................................. ) 

8. Do you know where to buy Halal meat in London? ( ...................................... ) 

9. It's no good saying that he is dishonest. ( ...................................... ) 

10. The man who wears a black suit is my dad. ( ................................. ) 
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III. Fill in the spaces with the correct tense of multi-word verbs in the list below: 
      (15 MARKS) 

hold up make up break down  find out hang on 

1. Negotiations between both political parties ................... yesterday. 

2. The police …………….. that my shop was looted at 2.00 a.m. last night.   

3. Sorry I'm late. I was ................ in the traffic.  

4. Do you want to come with me? You’ve got to …………….. your mind. 

5. Can I speak to Ahmed? ……………. . I’ll go and get him. 
 
 
 
IV. Cross (X) the wrong and correct the following sentences: (15 MARKS) 
 
1. Ahmed has lived with his uncle for the age of three. 
.......................................................................................................... 
 
2. I found my family left abroad when I came back home. 
.......................................................................................................... 
 
3. I'm really sorry I couldn’t get to your dinner party because I'll leave for Syria the next        
   day.  
.......................................................................................................... 
 
4. Listen! I didn't like to attend your marriage party although you were my dearest friend. 
..........................................................................................................  
 
5. As his son was playing football outside his the house, all of a sudden the ball smashes his     
  car’s windscreen.  
................................................................................................ ......... 
 
 
V. Add a relative clause to complete each of the following sentences: (15 MARKS) 
      
Example: I can’t stand people who keep you waiting. 
 
1. The sort of food …………………… isn’t the same as the sort my mother used to cook. 
 
2. I find people ……………………………. very rude. 
 
3. I don’t like children ……………………………… 
 
4. We’re looking for a house ……………………… 
 
5. Lady Fatima (s.a.) is the most honourable woman ……………………………. 
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VI. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means exactly the same as      
 the original sentences: (15 MARKS) 
 
Example: I’m sure he’s guilty. 
  He must be guilty. 
 
1. I am so sad that he does not pray and fast. 

I wish ……………………………………………….. 
 

2. I didn’t ask her how she was as I couldn’t speak to her. 
If I …………………………………………………… 

      
3.  No, I’m sure it’s not the books. I only ordered them yesterday. 

It can’t ……………………………………………… 
    
4. I hope they come soon.   
          I wish ………………………………………………. 
 
5. Why is the postman ringing the doorbell? Perhaps he’s delivering the books I ordered. 

Why is the postman ringing the doorbell? He might …………………………………….. 
 
 
 


